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ABSTRACT: For 2-D vector maps, reversible fragile watermarking is mainly used to protect the integrity and 

authenticity content of the data. The proposed scheme in this research is introduced in two stages. The first 

stage will explain how to extract the vector map characteristics embeds them and marks the location of each 

spatial feature, divides the features of a vector map into blocks; these blocks are then divided into non over-

lapped equal segments. The integrity watermark for each block is divided into two parts: content authentication 

and zooming authentication. The zooming authentication is performed by identifying any 2D scaling attempt. 

The scaling attempt is detected by using the calculated area of a planar non-self-intersecting polygon with 

arrays of the x and y coordinates of the vertices, traced in a clockwise direction. The second stage in the 

presented model will explain how to identify and locate tampered features and tampered regions. After this part 

is completed, it will be integrated other components to establish the complete Digital Watermarking Scheme for 

Vector Maps. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Computer communication and the Internet development makes it very difficult to protect the digital 

media such copyright protection, hiding communication, data authentication, data tracing (fingerprinter), etc. 

Watermarking has been introduced as a possible solution for these issues. In watermarking cover data could be 

any of digital data types, e.g. digital image, audio, video, text, bar-code, 3D model, CAD data, 2D vector data, 

soft wares, VLSI, etc. Among these data types, different multimedia data such as digital images, audios, videos 

and 3D models have got more interest than other data types[1-8].    

 

This paper focuses on watermarking 2D digital vector maps, which are considered a valuable part of 

Geographical Information System (GIS). 2-D vector maps have been intensively used in many military and civil 

applications. Although the acquisition of these vector geo-spatial data is a high-cost process [9, 10], online 

available tools and equipment, makes the process of maliciously modifying these valuable data, an easy work. 

Tools that verify and ensure the integrity of the 2-D vector map content are needed. The integrity of 2-D vector 

map refers to the authenticity of the 2-D vector map data, that is, whether the 2-D vector map data has been 

manipulated with a common or malicious data. Different watermarking technologies can be used to embed 

hidden information in a digital map in order to indicate the author and to authenticate the integrity of the 

contents[1, 11]. In reversible watermarking, full extraction of the embedded information along with the 

complete restoration of the original form is available[2, 8, 12-14]. Fragile watermarking is mainly used to 

protect the integrity and authenticity content of the data [15]. Once tampered with any kind of modification the 

watermark breaks. Therefore, a fragile watermarking that exploits reversible watermarking schemes to embed 

the authentication data cannot only locate malicious attacks but also recover the original content[13]. Thus 2D 

vector map integrity and authenticity can be guaranteed through the use of fragile watermarking 

techniques.Watermarking has been used as copyright protection [16-19]and tamper detection [3, 4, 15]in 2D 
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vector maps. Watermarking implies that the content is distorted in an irreversible way; the nature of vector maps 

does not desire such modifications. Therefore, reversible fragile watermarking schemes are greatly needed. 

 

While Many researches have been carried out on reversible fragile watermarking for different digital 

types [6-8]; little researches have been performed on 2D vector map e.g. [2-5]. To the best of our knowledge no 

researches have been proposed for the map zooming attack in 2D vector maps. Map zooming refers to altering 

the size of the map in all axes, axes altering will change the distances between the vector map points, this 

change can be increasing i.e. zoom in or decreasing zoom out[20]. This paper will adopt the technique presented 

by [3, 4] to cover the embedding and extraction of the watermark and will address the problem of map zooming 

for 2D vector maps. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
A new hybrid, secure and robust image watermarking scheme based on the IWT and SVD is proposed. 

This scheme utilizes the properties of IWT and SVD transforms to achieve the watermarking requirements. 

These properties include the good stability of the SVD and the ability of the IWT to preserve a perfect 

reconstruction, in which integers are mapped to integers. In addition to the blind issue, the security is improved 

and guaranteed by including a digital signature authentication mechanism. The digital signature authentication 

mechanism helps to solve the false positive problem which is one of the important problems in the 

watermarking area [MK2014]. A 2-D vector map is very important data in the surveying and mapping fields. It 

is considered to be content for which verification of integrity and authenticity are urgently required. Using a 

novel marking technique and a reversible data-hiding method, this scheme detects and locates malicious attacks 

with high accuracy while ensuring exact recovery of the original content [21]. 

The scheme presents a 2D vector graphics watermarking algorithm based on foundational contour. This 

algorithm by reducing the changes of the main body information and removing the extracted foundational 

contour in the transform domain embeds the watermarks, so as to achieve a more robust watermarking 

embedding effect[22]. Digital watermarking has been used for a long time in digital media, such as the 

information used in geographic information system (GIS) and digital vector maps, for both authentication and 

tracing. This work proposes a digital watermarking algorithm for vector map, which based on data configuration 

of vector map, combines with the theory of error correction in the field of digital communication. The theoretic 

analysis and experimental results show that the algorithm make the embedded watermarking induces loss 

distortion, and it can resist some common manipulations[23]. Among the newly explored research areas of 

digital watermarking, various types of data embedding technologies for vector graphics have drawn more and 

more attention. The features of vector graphics on the data expression and use were analyzed. The requirements 

of watermarking were discussed [24]. Digital watermarking Algorithm is composed of three parts: watermark 

embedding algorithm, the watermark extraction algorithm and the watermark detection algorithm [25]. This 

paper proposes a digital watermarking for vector maps, some significant character strings can be embedded into 

vector maps. Theoretic analysis and experimental results show that, the embedded watermarking induces less 

distortion, and it can resist some common manipulations, such as translation, rotation, scaling, vertex 

insertion/removal and local modification attacks, namely, it has perfectible robustness [26]. Visually 

recognizable watermarks can add extra information like integrity and authentication, while blind watermarks do 

not need the original data to be published for the detection. This work presents a semi-blind version of RAW 

Vec, i.e. a method that uses the original vector map during the detection without revealing it, but maintains the 

watermark as a raster image [27].  

An invisible watermarking scheme based on polylines and polygons for the copyright protection of a 

GIS digital map[28]. The scheme clusters all polylines and polygons in the feature layers of the map on the basis 

of the polyline length and the polygon area. And then a watermark is embedded in GIS vector data on the basis 

of the distribution of polyline length and polygon area in each group by moving all vertices in polylines and 

polygons within a specified tolerance. Experimental results confirm that the scheme is more robust against 

geometric attacks, such as rotation, scaling, and translation (RST) transformations, data addition, cropping, 

breaking, and filleting attacks, and layer attacks with rearrangement and cropping, when compared with 

conventional schemes. This research paper introduces a prototype for Digital Image Authentication System 

(DIAS). This system can perform visible and invisible watermarking on image. DIAS is applicable for color and 

gray images. The input image could be of any size, and the resultant image size would be same as input image. 

DIAS identifies the ownership of digital image using Digital Watermarking.  

 

The Digital watermarking concept is used to hide and detect information from image. It is the best way 

to copyright protection of the user. By the use of digital watermarking, user can blame on faker for ownership. 

This is known as an Authentication System for ownership identification [29]. The main concern of digital 

watermarking is to prove ownership as well as protection of the embedding information. This paper gives brief 
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overview of existing audio watermarking techniques, their applications and future prospects of digital 

watermarking [30]. 

 

III. REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING SCHEME 
The features of the vector map are first divided into blocks; each of these blocks contains the same area. 

Suppose X =   xi i ∈  1, n   is an x coordinate list composed of n elements, xst  is the starting point of 

coordinate X and xfi is the end point of coordinate X. The length of each segment lt  is calculated by 

𝒍𝒕 = (𝒙𝒇𝒊 − 𝒙𝐬𝐭)/𝑫𝒙 (1) 

 

Then the distance between xst  and xfi is divided into Dx Dx ≥ 2 equal segments. After that, a position 

of two coordinates xmax  and xmin  are calculatedfor each segment Dxi ; and  i =   1,2, … , Dx−1 , where xmax  and 

xmin  are the maximum and the minimum coordinates of  Dxi , and an interval aDxi
(xmin , xmax ) is formed for each 

segment Dxi . Then ADx
 is defined as  

𝐀𝐃𝐱
=  𝐚𝐃𝐱𝐢

 𝐢 ∈  𝟏, 𝐃𝐱−𝟏   (2) 

ADx
represents the all calculated xmax  and xmin  for Dx  segments. 

Then, 𝐀𝐃𝐱
=   𝐱𝐦𝐢𝐧

𝐃𝐱𝟏, 𝐱𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐃𝐱𝟏  ,  𝐱𝐦𝐢𝐧

𝐃𝐱𝟐, 𝐱𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐃𝐱𝟐  , … ,  𝐱𝐦𝐢𝐧

𝐃𝐱𝐢−𝟏, 𝐱𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐃𝐱𝐢−𝟏  ; 𝐱𝐦𝐚𝐱

𝐢−𝟏 ≤ 𝐱𝐦𝐢𝐧
𝐢  

 

 

Similarly the same calculations will be performed for the Y coordinates to produce interval 

𝐚𝐃𝐲𝐢
(𝐲𝐦𝐢𝐧, 𝐲𝐦𝐚𝐱) for each segment Dyi  . Then ADy

 is defined as 

𝑨𝑫𝒚
=  𝒂𝑫𝒚𝒊

 𝒊 ∈  𝟏, 𝑫𝒚−𝟏   

 (3) 

𝐴𝐷𝑦
represents all the calculated 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥  and 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛  for 𝐷𝑦  segments. 

Then.𝑨𝑫𝒚
=   𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝟏
, 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒚𝟏
 ,  𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝟐
, 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒚𝟐
 , … ,  𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝒊−𝟏
, 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒚𝒊−𝟏
   

Next, define the vector Afr  by the following equations: 

 

𝑨𝒇𝒓𝟏 =   
 𝒙𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒙𝟏 × 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑫𝒚𝟏

 −  𝒙𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝑫𝒙𝟏 × 𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝟏
 

𝟐
  

𝑨𝒇𝒓𝟐 =   
 𝒙𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒙𝟐 × 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑫𝒚𝟐

 −  𝒙𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝑫𝒙𝟐 × 𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝟐
 

𝟐
  

. 

𝑨𝒇𝒓𝒊 =   
 𝒙𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑫𝒙𝒊 × 𝒚𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑫𝒚𝒊

 −  𝒙𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝑫𝒙𝒊 × 𝒚𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑫𝒚𝒊
 

𝟐
  

Afr =   Afri |i ∈  1, Dx−1   (4) 

The vector Afr  represents the calculated areas for all  Dx  segments in one feature. In the following Fig.1, 

an example of the areas for Dx  segments for one feature into the group. The final step will to calculate Afr  for 

the rest of the features in the group, the resulted  Afr  will be grouped in a vector called Agr . 

Agr =  Afrj |j ∈  1, N  , whereN is the number of features in a group. 

 

 
Fig. 1 An Example of the areas for Dx  segments for one feature into the group 
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IV. AUTHENTICATION WATERMARK GENERATION 
For different types of blocks, different Agr  values will be calculated, these calculated values for every 

block Bi will be called Agr  Bi . Assuming the generated authentication watermark is given by Hiand Hi
s for any 

block Bi. 

Hi = blockhash hash I Bi , k, i, Mi , L, K    ……..  32 bit  (6) 

Hi
s = blockhash  hash  k, i, Agr  Bi  , L, K  ……..  32 bit (7) 

Wi 64 bit = Hi 32 bit Hi
s 32 bit  (8) 

 

Where I(.) is the method for acquiring the spatial data and attribution data of all features in Bi, k is a 

private key to generate a random number for the input of hash(.), Mi  denotes the vector map index,Agr  Bi is a 

vector represents the calculated areas of the features in the contained group in block Bi , hash(.) represents an 

existing cryptographic hash method, L is the length of the generated watermark bits blockhash(R1,L,K), 

blockhash(R2,L,K) are functions return L bits from stringsR1,R2 in a random fashion under the control of a 

private key K, and the bit string Hi , 𝐇𝐢
𝐬  = {𝐡𝐢,𝐣|𝐡𝐢,𝐣 ∈  𝟎, 𝟏 , 𝐣 ∈  𝟎, 𝐋 − 𝟏 }  of length L is the generated 

watermark.The watermark Wi 64 bit  is generated by equations (6), (7) and (8). Then Wi  will be embedded in 

the block Bi  into the vector map using Wang et.al method (REF). The addition of the water mark Wi  will 

generate a new block vector Bi
′ .  

 

V. AUTHENTICATION WATERMARK VERIFICATION 
The following steps show how to verify each block’s integrity and recover its original size. Firstly, the 

features of the embedded vector map M′will be divided into non-overlapped blocks. Then, extract the watermark 

Wi
′ using Wang et al.’s reversible watermarking method. After that, a watermark is derived from the recovered 

content with the watermark generation function Wi . A tampered block can be detected by the mismatch between 

Wi
′and Wi . A block is considered authentic if the two watermarks are equal, otherwise it is seen as tampered 

(contents modification or map zooming  (in / out). 

For tampered blocks, consider the last 32 bit of the derived watermark  Wi  which was called  Hi
s  and 

the last 32 bit of the extracted watermark Wi
′ and will be known as Hi

s′. The next step is to match between Hi
s and 

Hi
s′; a mismatch indicates a zoom in/out modification has been performed, otherwise only the contents were 

tampered; for tampered contents, Wang et.al will be applied. In case of zoom in/out equation (7) will be used 

with Hi
s  and Hi

s′ to derive Agr  Bi and Agr
′  Bi . The derived Agr

′ Bi  include all the features in a watermarked 

block,𝐀𝐠𝐫
′ =  𝐀′

𝐟𝐫𝐣|𝐣 ∈  𝟏, 𝐍  . For all j values compare A′
frj  with Afrj  to determine which j features have been 

zoomed. 

 

Afrj − A′
frj = 0, no zooming

Afrj − A′
frj > 0, 𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑜𝑢𝑡     

Afrj − A′
frj < 0, 𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑖𝑛         

  (9) 

 

To locate the modified segment, use equation 4 to calculate A′
fri , a comparison with Afri  will locate Dxi  

as shown in Fig. 2. The last step after locating the modified segment is to specify the zooming percentage S , 

which is given by  

S =
A ′

fri

A fri
× 100% (10) 
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Fig. 2 Watermark Verification 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
2D digital vector maps, which are considered a valuable part of Geographical Information System 

(GIS), have been intensively used in many military and civil applications. Although the acquisition of these 

vector geo-spatial data is a highly cost process, online available tools and equipment, make the process of 

maliciously modifying these valuable data, an easy work. Protection of these valuable resources is a must. The 

proposed approach presented an authentication model that can detect any malicious zooming in/out and specify 

the zooming percentage for the 2D digital vector maps. 
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